Not only do student learning outcomes help teachers and administrators in program planning and institutional assessment, but they also fill in the gap between student expectations and academic requirements.

Collecting and analyzing SLO data is usually a lengthy process. EdVeu offers a simple solution to analyze and report on Canvas’s native outcomes and rubrics.

Assess Students Using Canvas and Generate Reports Using EdVeu

EdVeu’s Reporting Tool integrates with Canvas LMS to give visual representations and insights into the educational performance of students through analyzing their learning outcome data.

EdVeu’s tool relies on the Canvas native outcomes and rubrics features, so teachers will not need to use another tool to assess institutional, program, or course-level outcomes.

1. Teachers will grade assignments and quizzes in Canvas utilizing Canvas’s rubrics and outcomes. Without leaving the Canvas ecosystem, teachers will be able to assess SLOs and rubrics and generate reports.

2. EdVeu creates analytical reports and aggregations from the data produced by Canvas outcomes and rubrics.

Benefits

EdVeu provides benefits for all roles in an organization, from teachers and administrators to program coordinators and upper management.

Visit edveu.com or contact us at infor@edveu.com